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Abstract—Because developers significantly impact software
development projects, many researchers have studied
developers as a means to improve the quality of software.
However, most works have examined developers in a single
project, and research involving multiple projects has yet to
be published. Herein we propose an analysis method which
investigates whether an evaluation of developers based on
individual experience is feasible when targeting more than
one project by the same organization transversely. Our
method deals with the logs of the version control system and
the bug tracking system. To support this method, we also
propose two models to evaluate developer, the defect
removal processing rate (DRPR) and developer’s experience
point (EXP). The results reveal the following. 1) DRPR
cannot be used to compare different projects in the same
organization. 2) There is certainly a difference in DRPR’s
between experienced and inexperienced developers. 3) EXP
should be a useful model to evaluate developers as the
number of projects increases. The data obtained from our
method should propose the personnel distribution measures
within the development framework for future developments,
which might lead to improve the quality of software.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In software development projects, developers and
organizations are said to significantly impact software
[1-15, 17]. A 1968 study on the organization when
analyzing software quality resulted in Conway’s law [2],
which states that “organizations that design systems are
constrained to produce systems which are copies of the
communication structures of these organizations.”
Recently, researchers have examined defect prediction in
software using metrics based on hypotheses formed by the
structure of an organization [12], and have investigated
the effects of software in a project involving multiple
organizations due to mergers and acquisitions [14], etc.
Such studies have found that organizational structures
greatly influence software quality [2, 3, 12, 14]．
On the other hand, research on developers has
proposed techniques to improve the prediction of potential
defects in software by utilizing the quality of the
developer. The quality of the developer is defined as how
much his commits lead to defects in a project [17]. Defect
prediction using metrics, such as the number of
commitments and LOC for each developer [6], assesses
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the impact of developers on the quality and reliability of
software [1, 4-9, 11, 13, 15, 17].
Most studies focus on the organizational structure and
the quality of the developers with respect to a single
project or a group project involving different organizations.
However, the results across multiple projects by the same
organization have yet to be published. With regard to the
experience of developers who belong to the same
organization，it is easy to imagine that the development
experience in past projects affects later software
development. In fact, although the target of their research
was a single project, A. Mockus et al. [11] found that
developer’s experience significantly affects the possibility
of defects; more experienced developers tend to have
fewer defects.
If the results about developers based on past
development experience are obtained by traversing
multiple projects, it may be possible to improve a new
project by structuring it so that is similar to a developer’s
previous experiences. Moreover, assuming a developer
with little development experience introduces more
defects, the development system should be arranged so
that inexperienced developers work with experienced
developers. This should improve the quality of software
while simultaneously educating inexperienced developers.
Therefore, we propose a technique to evaluate developers
by analyzing their previous experiences from logs stored
in the version control system and the bug tracking system
in multiple projects. To determine how the defect removal
activity of developers varies with development experience,
we divided the issue into evaluable components. Hence,
we formulated our study in the form of three research
questions:
・	
  RQ1: As an organization gains project experience,
does the defect removal processing rate (DRPR) of
developers tend to decrease?
・	
  RQ2: Is there difference in DRPR based on
development experience?
・	
  RQ3: Is there difference in DRPR between
developers based on experience in a similar project?
In order to respond to these research questions, we
carried out evaluation experiments using our method. The

subjects of our study are developers in a real company
involved in three projects, which do not overlap in the
development periods.
The contributions of this study are:
・	
  A method to evaluate developers based on past
development experience using logs stored in the
version control system and the bug tracking system.
・	
  Understanding the trend of DRPR based on
developer experience.
・	
  Obtaining resources to help improve measures of
personnel distribution within the development
framework for future developments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter
2 presents the background of our study through related
work. Chapter 3 introduces our analysis method to
address the problem described in Chapter 2. Then two
analysis models to support our method are proposed in
Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we conduct experiments to
evaluate our method and investigate the proposed research
questions. Next Chapter 6 explains summary of findings
and the practical application of our method. Finally we
describe the conclusion in Chapter 7.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

developers. Therefore, the research aims to evaluate
developers based on their development experience in
multiple projects within the same organization in a
cross-sectional way.
III.

The participants in our study are developers involved
in large-scale projects in an organization that uses a
version control system and a bug tracking system.
Our analysis involves the following steps:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

A. Prior works focusing on developers
In software quality analysis, several works propose
methods to predict defects in software based on the
characteristic of developers [1, 4-9, 11, 13, 15, 17]. For
example, Kamei et al. [6] observed the histories of
developer’s commitments. They proposed change
measures, which extract the number of modified files
recorded for each commitment, lines of code added, and
whether or not the change is a defect fix, etc. They found
that by predicting software defects through change
measures, high-risk fixes and the cost of high-quality
software could be reduced.
Matsumoto et al. [9] extracted metrics such as the
number of commitments and LOC for each developer
from the logs of the version control system. They
supposed that these are useful for fault-prone analysis,
which specifies the module containing defects. Besides, Y.
Wu et al. [16] defined the quality for each developer from
the proportion of commitments that introduce defects into
a project. They found that using their proposed eight
metrics as parameters as lead to better fault-prone analysis
compared to traditional process metrics.
B. One of the problems in related works
Developer experience varies by the individual.
Numerous works deal with it [5-8, 11, 15], but the
research focuses on evaluating a single project or a group
of different organizations. Research on multiple projects
in the same organization has yet to be published. Most
prior works probably evaluate a single project, even
though they considered developer experience.
If developers with experience are compared to those
without experience, it is conceivable that there will be
differences. In addition, it is possible that the type of
experience leads to differences among experienced

ANALYSIS METHOD

(v)
(vi)

Extract logs from the version control system and the
bug tracking system used in completed projects.
Collect the names of developers, the number of files
they changed, the names of the absolute path that they
changed files, and the number of changes in them
from the log of version control system. In addition,
identify files recorded as defect fixes after detecting
the defect; that is, files related with a defect
(hereinafter referred to as defect files), from the logs of
the version control system and the bug tracking system.
Then collect the name of developer who changed
defect files and the number of changed defect files.
Gather the number of changed files, the changed
absolute path’s name and its number, and the number
of changed defect files by developer name.
Calculate each developer’s defect removal processing
rate (DRPR), which is detailed in Chapter 4, from the
number of changed files for each developer.
Repeat steps (i) to (iv) for each completed project.
If a developer’s name exists in different projects,
consider the developer to be experienced in later
projects. Then calculate the developer’s experience
point (EXP) in the project, which is detailed in
Chapter 4.

Finally, analyze each developer based on the gathered
data. Incidentally, we assumed that a function should be
implemented not by single file, but by all files included in
the absolute path, which is why we use the number of
changed absolute paths and not the number of changed
files. In this method, the number of changed files includes
the number of changing defect files.
IV.

ANALYSIS MODEL

It seems important to prepare an indicator to link
developers with the number of defect to evaluate
developers individually. In this paper, we present a metric
called defect removal processing rate (DRPR) for each
developer. Moreover, in order to examine precisely what
area and how much ability developer has acquired, we
also suggest a measure named developer’s experience
point (EXP) for each experienced developer.
A. Defect removal processing rate (DRPR)
In a large-scale development, it is important that
people who not engage in implementation are involved in
detecting defects. For this reason, it is probable that
developers differ from testers. A developer who modifies
certain defect files should have changed it because he
induced the defects that testers requested to be fixed.

Table 1. Example each 𝑑!! ’s DRPR calculation
Date
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◉

○: Changed file
◎: Changed file (defect occurred)
●: Defect-fixed file
◉: Defect-fixed file (defect removed)

Figure 1. Example 𝑑!!,!! ’s EXP calculation

Hence, we assume that the person who injected defects
into a file is the person who changed it. This assumption
is used to define defect removal processing rate
(hereinafter referred to as DRPR) of a developer.
DRPR of a developer is calculated as the proportion of
fixing defect files compared to the total number of files
that he changed. When developer 𝑑! involved in project
𝑅, 𝑑! ’s DRPR is defined as

DRP R(dR ) =

N DFdR
N FdR

(1)

R: The project which evaluates developer
dR : Developer who involved in R
N FdR : The total number of dR changing file in R
N DFdR : The number of dR fixing defect file in R
Equation (1) can also be understood as the probability that
the developer fixes a defect file when changing a file. The
higher DRPR, the more the developer is evaluated badly.
It is because developers who write low-quality program
should change more files related with a defect than
developers who write high-quality program. Table 1 gives
an example of each 𝑑!! ’s DRPR calculation. When
developer x changed files f1, f2 and f3 on 2015/1/10,
!
DRPR of x is calculated as because he didn’t fix defect
!
files. Besides, developer y changed file f3, in which he
might have induced a defect at that time, on 2015/1/11.
And he fixed defect files f1, f2 and f3 on 2015/1/15. Then,
!
DRPR of y is measured as . In addition, developer z
!
changed file f4, in which he might have introduced a
defect, on 2015/1/12. If he fixed file f4 on 2015/1/16,
!
DRPR of z is figured out as . If comparing these
!
developers, developer y is evaluated the worst.
B. Developer’s experience point (EXP)
Developer’s experience point (hereinafter referred to
as EXP) is measurement that considers his development
experience. When there is developer 𝑑!,!   who has
experienced past projects 𝑃 and is involved in the project
𝑅, 𝑑!,! ’s EXP in 𝑅 is defined as

Figure 2. Example 𝑑(!!,!!),!! ’s EXP calculation

EXP (dP,R ) =

CR (pi )

CP (pi )

(2)

pi R

P : Past projects
R: The project which evaluates developer
dP,R : Developer who experienced P and R
CR (pi ): The number of appearing absolute path pi
which dP,R changed in R
Equation (2) means that if absolute path 𝑝! in which
𝑑!,! changed files in 𝑅 also exists development in 𝑃,
the number of changing files in 𝑝! in 𝑅, defined 𝐶! 𝑝! ,
is weighted by that in 𝑃, which defined 𝐶! 𝑝! . The
higher EXP, the more experience the developer has. The
thought of (2) is developed by referring to A. Mockus et
al. [11] and Y. Kamei et al. [6]. Figure 1 gives an example
calculation of EXP when 𝑑!!,!! changed the contents of
path1 6 times, path2 10 times, and path3 30 times in P1.
Moreover, he also edited path1 5 times, path2 2 times, and
path4 100 times in P2. Then, his EXP in P2 is calculated
as 50 (i.e. (6×5) + (10×2) + (0×100)). Note that path3 in
P1 is not used in this example because he did not changed
it in P2. Figure 3 gives another example of EXP
calculation. When 𝑑 !!,!! ,!! changed the contents of
files shown in Fig. 2, his EXP in P3 is figured out as 777
(i.e. ((9+0)×3) + ((50+20)×5) + ((0+40)×10))).
There are two purposes to define EXP using Eq. (2).
First developers can be separated according to
development experience. Although many developers have
some experience, the amount likely varies by developer. If
they are treated equally, the evaluation of developers can
be mistaken. The other purpose is to consider developers
with some experience but not in the type of project. As a
result of taking these purposes into account, we adopted
the system that 𝐶! 𝑝! is weighted by 𝐶! 𝑝! .

(a) Subject of evaluation experiment 1

(b) Subject of evaluation experiment 2

(c) Subject of evaluation experiment 3

A. Experiment
We obtained the logs of the version control system
(Perforce1) and the bug tracking system (Prismy2) used in
projects A ， B, and C. Then, we gathered data for
developers in each project according to procedure
described in Chapter 3. Next, we set up evaluation
experiments to correspond to each research question
presented in Chapter 1. Finally, we divided the developers
into several groups (Fig. 3).
・	
  Evaluation experiment 1 corresponding to RQ1
divides the developers into three groups depending
on whether they are involved in project A, B, or C.
・	
  Evaluation experiment 2 corresponding to RQ2
divides the developers into two groups according to
whether they have experience in previous projects.
・	
  Evaluation experiment 3 corresponding to RQ3
divides developers into two groups with median of
EXP as a boundary on those who have experience in
projects B and C.
With respect to the results, we created boxplots and
graphs of the empirical cumulative distribution function,
that is to say ECDF, for DRPR of a developer for each
evaluation experiment. Reading the vertical axis of an
ECDF graph when the horizontal axis is fixed allows the
proportion of developers who have DRPR up to a value
that the horizontal axis indicates to be determined. On the
other hand, if the graph is read through the horizontal axis
with the vertical axis fixed, the maximum DRPR can be
grasped in proportion of developers.

1
2
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EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

To evaluate the proposed method in this paper, we
analyzed developers who were involved in three different
completed projects of embedded system development in a
real company. In these three projects, developers released
software that is enhanced seasonally. Thus, it is
reasonable that the order of time is about the same for
each project and it is unlikely to the projects were carried
out simultaneously. In the following, three projects by this
company is named project A, B, and C in order of time.
Incidentally, the scale of this company’s project ranges
from 200,000 LOC to 300,000 LOC per projects.
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Figure 3. Subject of each evaluation experiment
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Figure 4. Boxplot and graph of ECDF of DRPR in experiment 1

B. Results and discussion
RQ1: As an organization gains project experience,
does the DRPR of developers tend to decrease?
Figure 4 shows a boxplot and an ECDF of DRPR in
evaluation experiment 1. Many developers in project A
have a higher DRPR than those in project B and C.
Considering this results and project B and C are derived
development of project A, it is possible that DRPR
depends on the organization’s experiences. Considering
this and the fact that projects B and C are derived from
project A, DRPR seems to depend on organization
experience. However, comparing ECDF of project B with
that of project C shows that the proportion of developer in
project B with a 0.2 or less DRPRs is more than that in
project C. Furthermore, comparing the boxplot of project
B and that of project C indicates that the DRPR of project
B is more scattered than that of project C, suggesting that
the DRPR of developers varies with factors other than
their development experience.
These findings show that we cannot affirm that DRPR
tends to decrease as an organization experiences
projects.

RQ2: Is there difference in DRPR based on development
experience?
Figure 5 shows the boxplots of the DRPR in
evaluation experiment 2. There is a gap in the DRPR’s for
both project B and C according to developer experience.
In addition, the width of boxplots for DRPR of
inexperienced developers in project B differs from that in
project C, but the width of the boxplots of experienced
developers in project B is in good agreement with that in
project C. These results suggest that experienced
developers are free not influenced by changes in the
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The above results show that the DRPR of experienced
developers is lower than that of inexperienced
developers. The difference between the groups depends
on the inexperienced developers and varies by project.

RQ3: Is there difference in DRPR between developers
based on experience in a similar project?
Figure 7 shows a graph of ECDF of EXP in evaluation
experiment 3. EXP depends greatly on the number of
changing files in a project due to its definition. Thus,
ECDF of EXP differs by project, indicating that EXP
cannot be used to compare traversing projects of
developers.
Figure 8 shows the boxplots of the DRPR in
evaluation experiment 3, while Fig. 9 graphs ECDF of the
DRPR. With regard to project B, the width of the boxplot
of developers with a high EXP is wider than those with a
low EXP (Fig. 8). In addition, more than 60 percent of
developers with high EXP in project B have greater than 0
DRPRs (Fig. 9). These results suggest that other factors,
which cannot be measured in terms of EXP, lead to
defects. On the other hand, there is a gap between
developers with high EXP and those with low EXP. This
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development system or software design in between
projects B and C.
Figure 6 represents the ECDF graphs of DRPR in
evaluation experiment 2. The proportion of developers
with experience and a DRPR of 0.1 or less is higher than
that in project B. On the other hand, the relation is
opposite if the proportion is more than 0.1. In project C,
regardless of reading the vertical axis with any position of
a horizontal axis fixed, Fig. 6 indicates that DRPR’s of
developers with experience is lower than those without
experience. Moreover, judging from ECDF of
inexperienced developers in both of project B and C, their
DRPR differs by project.
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Figure 9. Graphs of ECDF of DRPR in experiment 3

result suggests that when a developer involved in one
project decides to engage in a similar one, his DRPR
should be reduced.
It remains to be seen if there is the difference of
DRPR’s between developers with different experience
levels. However, as the number of projects increases,
our analysis method and EXP should be a useful metric
to evaluate developers.

C. Threats to validity．
Internal validity:
This research focused on projects B and C, which
were derived from the development of project A. Except
for the notation variability of the absolute path among
projects, if the absolute paths of a file in current
development corresponded to that in past development,
they were regarded as the same development function.
Otherwise, they were viewed as quite different functions.
This is a threat to internal validity. In the future, the
influences of this assumption on this analysis method
must be confirmed by comparing the similarity between
path names or function names inferred from path name,
not the coincidence between absolute paths.

In addition, we determined the DRPR based on the
hypothesis that the developer who changed a file related
to defect also induced the defect. As a result, some
developers had a DRPR of 1.0; in other words, some
developers always caused defects. Although they worked
as debuggers in actual development, this may affect the
experimental results. This is also a threat to internal
validity. In the future, who induced a defect must be more
accurately identified by applying the SZZ algorithm
proposed by J. Sliwerski et al. [12]. This algorithm infers
commitments, which brought about defects from diff and
annotate commands of the version control system.
External validity:
In this experiment, we used Perforce as the version
control system and Prismy as the bug tracking system.
This is a threat to external validity. However, the analysis
method of this paper is not designed for this experiment.
So it may be effective in the same way for the domain that
uses both a version control system and a bug tracking
system. In the future, the efficiency of other domains and
companies that handle version control systems and bug
tracking systems must be verified.
VI.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND USAGE

Summary of findings are:
・	
  DRPR cannot be used to compare different projects
in the same organization.
・	
  There is certainly a difference in DRPR’s between
experienced and inexperienced developers.
・	
  EXP should be a useful model to evaluate developers
as the number of projects increases.
If the next development project is similar to past
projects, our method provides useful information to
improve personnel assignments. It can arrange the system
so that experienced developers guide inexperience ones as
they work on development together. This should improve
the quality of the software developed in the next project.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To examine the tendency of DRPR of developers
based on development experience, we propose an analysis
method and two models, which evaluate developers
across multiple projects using their records in the same
organization. The research found that despite being the
same domain, comparing projects directly is not useful
and that DRPR of the developers with experience is lower
than those without experience. Although it is unclear
where there is a difference in the defect flow rates
between developers with much and some experience, our
proposed analysis model, EXP, should help evaluate
developers for future projects.
It remains a challenge for future research to
investigate files or absolute paths changed by developers
who had high DRPR despite having a lot of experience. If
this is understood, it might be possible to evaluate the
difficulty of functions to be developed, which may
improve the precision of EXP. Moreover, we would like
to try to discuss relations among defect removal
processing, defect inflow (how many defects a developer

introduced in files he changed) and defect removal
efficiency (how many fixes a developer processed in all
defects) to improve the precision when evaluating
developer.
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